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QUESTION NO: 1

Which attribute can an administrator enable to prevent malicious scripts from reading or manipulating the CAM passport 
cookie during a user’s session with their Web browser?

A. cc_session

B. userCapabilities

C. Secure flag enabled?

D. Enable CAF validation?

ANSWER: B 

Explanation:

The userCapabilities cookie, with the Session temporary type, contains all capabilities and the signature for the current user.

QUESTION NO: 2

What is the role of Cognos Access Manager (CAM)?

A. To serve as the relational database that stores user data.

B. To implement authentication, authorization, and encryption.

C. To start all services that have been enabled and configured.

D. To route requests from the gateway to local services for execution.

ANSWER: B 

Explanation:

Access Manager provides a centralized environment to define, store, and maintain security information for IBM Cognos 
business information applications.

In one central location, you can set up and maintain secure user access to data, such as cubes and reports, that are created 
in other IBM Cognos applications. With Access Manager, you can also set up and maintain user signon information and 
auto-access privileges for the data sources and servers that contain the required data.

References: http://public.dhe.ibm.com/software/data/cognos/documentation/docs/en/accman/7.4mr4/accessadm.pdf

QUESTION NO: 3

Which component stores and retrieves application data, including report specifications, report output, security, and 
configuration data?
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A. Gateway

B. Dispatcher

C. Content Manager

D. Presentation service

ANSWER: C 

Explanation:

The Content Manager service:

To make printers available to users when they distribute reports, you can create entries for printers and save them in the IBM 
Cognos content store.

QUESTION NO: 4

A user has been given administration capabilities to manage tasks without going into the IBM Administration console.

Which of the following options can be performed? (Choose two.)

A. Importing and exporting specific folder content.

B. Creating or modifying a Datasource Connection.

C. Adding new groups and folder to the Cognos namespace.

D. Adding a new contact and distribution list to the Cognos namespace.

E. Viewing past and upcoming scheduled jobs and reports and what is currently running.

ANSWER: A E 

QUESTION NO: 5

An administrator is configuring settings for the Cognos Analytics Mobile app.

Which settings can be managed?

A. To store the user credentials in the IBM Cognos Mobile app.

B. The maximum number of minutes to store cached credentials.

C. Allow the user to create an image (screenshot) of the Active Report.

D. The maximum number of Active Reports to store locally on the mobile device.

ANSWER: B 
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Explanation:

Policy settings

These settings define how to deliver Cognos Analytics content to mobile applications.

References: 
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSEP7J_11.0.0/com.ibm.swg.ba.cognos.ug_cra.doc/c_mob_global_confi
g_settings.html

QUESTION NO: 6

An administrator needs to ensure that users do not have to enter/select Database credentials when running reports.

What must a datasource have in order to accomplish this?

A. No signon available to the users.

B. Only one signon available to the users through permissions.

C. At least one signon available to the users through permissions.

D. More than one signon available to the users through permissions.

ANSWER: C 

Explanation:

You add signons to data source connections so that users do not have to enter database credentials when they run reports.

References: 
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSEP7J_11.0.0/com.ibm.swg.ba.cognos.ug_cra.doc/c_datasources.html
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